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our "sound" is like a heartbeat. it is, how ever, that the skin of our music. our sound is driven by function, technique, and a certain type of aggression that may be hard to explain. it is both primal and close to the bone, with raw emotion
driving us forward into unknown territories of sound. we try to keep our stage presence and overall vibe both clean and fun. even though our stage show is based on being authentic and true to our sound, it's a musical experience that
comes with charm and emotion. it's not a boring show. it's a celebration of a living band that includes the community. we incorporate elements of many musical genres with a heart of rock and roll. we are steeped in the greats of rock,
from its roots all the way to modern rock acts, but weve maintained a firm love and devotion to traditional american roots music. our overall sound is based in a complex mix of varied influences. it comes from the greats, from the blue
grass to rock and roll, from the rumba to the swing. the music we play always has and always will be based on the fundamental principals of classic american folk and rock. mille lacs is a band that has a unique sound that is not always
easy to describe. the best way to put it is that our sound, as musicians, is not a marketing tool. its not an image, or a look. its not an in-between phase, or a mere evolution of previous styles, or a cycle of formulas. it has a pure essence.
im not saying that sound is unimportant, but that it's more than that. our music, based on all its influences, is a blend of rock, soul, jazz and latin. our sound is a heartbeat with a tribal pulse. its not a single "face" or one sound. our
music, with its dual basslines and modern-day techno elements, swings wildly between them both, and has a heart of a modern rock band.
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